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As a generalization of quasi-Frobenius rings, G. Azumaya [2] has

investigated a ring with the property that every faithful left module

is a generator1 in the category of left modules, and he has proved that

such a ring is left self-injective and a direct sum of indecomposable

left ideals having minimal left ideals.

In his proof, however, the existence of the faithful injective module

plays an important role, while the injective module is not necessarily

finitely generated,2 even if the ring is a left Artinian ring. Therefore,

there naturally arises a problem: Is an Artinian ring quasi-Frobenius

if every finitely generated faithful module is a generator?

The purpose of this paper is to give an affirmative answer to this

problem as a direct consequence from a more general result which is

rather similar to that of Azumaya stated above and related to per-

fect rings introduced by H. Bass [3].

Throughout this paper we shall assume that the ring R has identity

element 1 and all modules over it are unital. For a subset A of 7? we

shall denote

r(A) = {*| Ax = 0, x E 7c},       1(A) = {x\ xA = 0, x £ Tcj.

1. Preliminaries. Let 7? be a ring. Let Mi and M2 be left P-mod-

ules and Fi, F2 submodules of them respectively. Assume that there

exists a left 7?-isomorphism 6: Ti—>F2 (onto). Let us denote by L the

factor module of Mi@M2 by the submodule consisting of all elements

of form \m, — 6(m)} for mETi. Then there are the canonical injec-

tions a and ß of Mi and M2 into L respectively. In [12] we called L

the interlacing module of Mi and M2 by using 6 as the lacing isomor-

phism and denote it by Int e (Mi, M2). In this paper, especially 6

will be said to be maximal,3 if there is no isomorphism which is an

extension of 6.

In [3] H. Bass proved that for a right perfect ring 72 the Jacobson

radical N of Ris right F-nilpotent and the residue class ring R = R/N

is semisimple Artinian. Let e be a primitive idempotent of 7?. The

P-endomorphism ring of Re is inverse-isomorphic to eRe, and eRe is

Received by the editors January 20, 1967 and, in revised form, December 22,

1967.
1 In his paper, G. Azumaya calls a generator a completely faithful module.

! Cf. P. M. Cohn [5] and A. Rosenberg and D. Zelinsky [ll ].

! The definition of "maximality" is different from that of [12].
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completely primary (i.e. nonregular elements form the unique maxi-

mal ideal), because eNe is nilideal. By the socle of a module we mean

the sum of all simple submodules. It is known that every nonzero

left P-module has nonzero socle if R is a right perfect ring.

One of the following properties of modules is retained under the

category-isomorphism: (a) simple, (b) finitely generated, (c) projec-

tive, (d) injective, (e) faithful, (f) generator. As we are concerned

only with the above properties, we shall assume throughout that R

is isomorphic to its basic subring. Then, if \eK}, k = 1, 2, • • • , re, are

mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of R such that >J_t e,

= 1, ReK is isomorphic to Re\ if and only if k=X.

2. Proof of the main theorem. Assume that R is a right perfect

ring. First we shall prove

Proposition 2.1. If every finitely generated faithful left R-module is

a generator, then it follows that

(1) e\r(N) is a simple right ideal of R.

(2) r(N)eK is a simple left ideal of R.

Proof. Suppose e\r(N) is nonzero right ideal. Consider the case

(a): e\r(N)ef9i0 and e\r(N)eß9a0 for K?¿p. Take nonzero elements Ci

and c2 such that ciEe\r(N)eK and c2Ee\r(N)eß. Denote by 6 the left

P-isomorphism: Re\Ci—+Re\c2, defined by 6(xe\Ci) =xe\C2 for xe^Ci

ERe\Ci. Let us denote ¿Zp9iK,i,^ß®Rel,®lnte(ReK, Reß) by L. Then L

is a finitely generated, faithful left P-module, and hence by the as-

sumption it follows that L is a generator. Thus the trace ideal of L

must be R, and consequently there exist a family {x,} of elements

of L and a family {</>;} of left P-homomorphisms <£,■: L—»P such that

^"_i <t>i(x.) = 1. Since L is a direct sum of Re„'s, p 9e k, p ^ X and

Inte(Pe„ Reß), <pi can be expressed as follows: $<= zZip^.p^^ <£p.<

+<P(K,n),i, where <p„,i, <£(«,„),,• £ HomÄ(X, P), </>Pi,(Pey) = 0 for

p'^p, k, p, (p,,,i(lnte(ReK, Re,/)) =0, and <p(,,ß).i(Re,,) =0. On the other

hand, to each <£„,,- and <p(,,„>,¡ there exist an element epap,< of R and a

pair of elements eKaK,i and eßaß,i of R such that </>p,.(xp) = xpepap,,' for all

xp£Pep and </>(«,„>,<;(x«a-fxßß) = xKeKaK,i+xßeßaß,i for all x»£Pe« and

for all xßEReß. Here we notice that CieKaK,i = c2eßaß,u forcie«« — c2eßß = 0

and <p(K,^,i(cieKa — c2eJ}) =0. Then, putting x< = X^«.p*m rp,iep+r,,ieta

Jrrß<ießß, for rPli, r,,„ rßtiER, we have

S &(*♦) =    zZ   ( ]C•»'mVp.í) + zZ ''<,¡«A,¡ + 2 rßtießaß,i = 1.

It follows that
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X    ]C eir„,iefa!,.ieK + £) e,i',,¡íA,¡«« + 2 W*,ftßß.&* = e*
P&.I&P      i i i

and hence 2»e«r«.»e«a*.«'c« = c« m°d e,N2eK. Since eKPe« is completely

primary, we can assume eírK,ieí and eKaK,iet are two regular elements of

eKReK.

Now, by a similar argument we can assume that e^r^^e^ and e^a^^e^

are two regular elements of «„&,. Therefore cieK = c2el¡ap,i(eKa,,ieK)~1

and CieKa,,j(eßap,je^)~1 — c2ep and consequently Ciet = cieKaK,j(eßaß,jep)~1

■epall,i(eKaK¡ieK)~1. If we put etattjep(epal¡:¡ell)~lella^,ieK(eKaK,ieK)~1 =«, then

«£e«7V2e» and cie«(l — «)=0. It follows that cie« = 0, because e.A^e, is

a nilideal. This is a contradiction.

Next we consider the case (b), e\r(N)eK = e\r(N) and there exist

two nonzero elements Ci and c2 of e\r(N) such that Ci £c2F or c2 £ciP.

Since r(N)eK is completely reducible, the isomorphism 6: Re\Ci—>Re\C2

can be extended to an automorphism 0 of the socle r(N)eK of Rec.

Let 0 be an extension of 0 and a subideal SeK of ReK the domain of 0.

Further, assume that 0 is maximal. Then SeK?¿ReK, for otherwise 0

should be obtained by the multiplication of a regular element r of

eKReK on the right hand and cir=c2 and c2r_1=Ci, but this contradicts

ci£c2P or c2£ciP,

Let us denote by M the left P-module 2Zp^«©PeP©Intg(Pe„ ReK).

Then, since M is finitely generated, faithful, it follows that M is a

generator and the trace ideal of M is R. There exist similarly as in

case (a) a family {x<} of elements of M and a family {<£<} of left R-

homomorphisms 4>i- M—+R such that 2Z?_i <£»(x¿) = 1 and <pi can be

expressed as follows: <£<= 2Zp^«<¿>„,¿ +</>(«.«),.•> where 0Pii, $<«,o,<

£HomÄ(M, Fv), d>fti(Rel¡>)=0 for pVp, if, ̂ .¿(Int^Fe,, ReK)) =0 and

<t>(.K,t),i(Refi) =0. To </>p,i and <£(«,,<),< there exist an element ¿„op,,- of P

and a pair of elements etaK,¡ and e«&,,,- of R such that </>p,.(xp) =xpepaßii

for all x„EReP and ^>(<,o.t(x»a+T«(3) =x«e«ax,,-+y»eli&,,j for all x«£Pe<

and for all yKEReK. Here it is to be noted that 5e,a<,, = 0(5eK)e,èlt,< for

all seKESeK. Then, putting x= ¿ZP*, rPwiep-\-uK,ie/x+v%,ißß, rß)i, ««,,-, »,,<

ER, we have ¿£,- e«««,,-c«a,,iß«+ "^i eKv,,ieKbK,ieK = e mod eKN2eK and at

least an element of the set {e«a«,,e« and eKbKjeK, i,j=l, 2, • • • , «} is

regular in eKReK. First suppose that e«6«,A be regular. Then 0(se«)

= se»a,,i(e»6K,Je«)_1. Let us denote by Y the endomorphism of ReK

which is obtained by the multiplication of eKaKjeK(eKbK,je^)~1 on the

right hand. Then Y is clearly an extension of 0. This is a contradic-

tion. Suppose, next, e<a«.,e, be regular. Then seK = @(seK)etbKii(eKai,ieK)~l

and the endomorphism of ReK which is obtained by the multiplication

of eA,i(e,a»,<e«)-1 is an extension of 0_1 and we arrive again at a
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similar contradiction. Thus, from the argument for the cases (a) and

(b) we know that e\r(N) is either simple or zero.

Now let us denote by II(k) the set of primitive idempotents ep

such that epr(N)eK5¿0. Then, since r(N)eK9£0 for every k, IL(k) is

nonempty. If H(n)r\Il(p) is not empty for kt^p, then there exists a

primitive idempotent e„ such that epr(N)ex^0, epr(N)eß?±0. This con-

tradicts the conclusion for the case (a). Thus II(k) consists of only

one primitive idempotent which we shall denote by eT(,). The set

{eT(K)}, for all k, forms the set of all primitive idempotent ex's. Hence

for every primitive idempotent ex of P there exists a primitive idem-

potent eK such that e\r(N)=e,R, where R = R/N. Therefore e\r(N) is

a nonzero ideal and (1) of this proposition holds good.

To prove (2), suppose r(N)e, is not simple. Then, since r(N)eK is

completely reducible, there exists a nonzero endomorphism y such

that Ker 7^0. Let us denote by M the left P-module Pe*/Ker y and

by y the isomorphism of r(N)eK/Kery onto Im 7 which is naturally

induced by 7. Clearly, ¿Zp^"®Fep®lnt^(M, ReK) is finitely gener-

ated, faithful and hence a generator. Thus, similarly as in the

preceding proof, there exist elements epop,¿, eKaK,i, e«è<,,- such that

(i) vK,ieKaK,i = 0 for all elementsvK:ieK of Ker7, (ii) zK,,eKaK¡, =y(zí¡ieK)eKbK,i

for all elements zKtiet of r(N)e„ and it holds zZ&'ZZi >»,t*A>.<

+ ¿ZiXt.ieKaKii+zZiy*.ie*b*,i='í> where rp,,-, x,,t, y,,iER- Hence

2Z¿e«:x:<.«'e«a«,<e«+22ieí3'«,.e«&«,<e«=e, mod N2. However, by (i) it is

known that eKa«,,eK is a nonregular element of e.Pe«. Hence, for some

i, eKbK¡ieK is a regular element of eKReK, and by (ii) y(zK,¿e«)

= zK,ieKaK,ieK(eKbKiieK)~1. On the other hand, by (1) of this proposition

r(N)Ql(N) and eKaKiieKEN and hence y(zK,,-e«) =0 for all 2K,,e«£r(A7)e<.

This contradicts that 7 is a nonzero endomorphism of r(N)eK. (2) of this

proposition follows. This completes the proof.

Following F. Kasch we shall say that P is a left 5-ring if l(J) ¿¿0

for any right ideal / with J^R.

Corollary 2.2. Let R be a right perfect ring. If every finitely gener-

ated, faithful left R-module is a generator, then Ris a left S-ring.

Proof. Let / be a right ideal of P such that Jy^R. Denote by M

the maximal right ideal containing J. Then for some k, R/M=:êKR,

where R=R/N. In the proof of (1) of Proposition 2.1, we have shown

that there is an idempotent ex such that e\r(N) ~:êKR, and hence there

is a monomorphism of R/M into P. This implies that there is a non-

zero element r of P which annihilates M. Thus 0?ir£/(Af)Ç/(7).

Now we shall introduce a version of Azumaya's lemma [l,

Lemma l].
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Lemma 2.3. Let Rbe a ring (not necessarily right perfect ring) and X

a left R-module. If X = Mi ® M2 and X = Ni®N2 are two direct sum

decompositions of X, and the left R-endomorphism ring of Ni is com-

pletely primary, then either Mi or M2 has a direct summand which is

isomorphic to Ni.

Proof. For suitable idempotents /i, f2, et and e2 in the P-endo-

morphism ring E of X (considered as the right operator domain of

X), we can assume that Mi = Xfi, M2 = Xf2, Ni = Xeu N2 = Xe2,fi+f2

— 1 and ei is a primitive idempotent of E. Since the P-endomorphism

ring of Ni is completely primary and ei=eifiei+eif2ei, either ei/iei or

eif2ei must induce an automorphism of Ni, or what is the same, Ni is

mapped by /i or f2 isomorphically upon Ñi, and by e\, Ñi is carried

isomorphically onto N%. Since N2 is the kernel of ei, the latter fact

implies the following direct sum decomposition of X: X = Ñi®N2.

However, according as eifid is regular or not, we can assume Ñi

= XeifiEXfi or Ñi=Xeif2EXf2. Hence the conclusion follows from

the above decomposition of X.

Proposition 2.4. Let R be a right perfect ring. If every finitely gen-

erated faithful left R-module is a generator, then R is an injective left

R-module.

Proof. Let Q be the injective hull of any primitive ideal Pe«. As-

sume that Pe« is contained properly in Q. Then there exists an ele-

ment u of Q such that Ru <J Pe«. Consider the left P-module

zZp^<®Fep®Ru-j-ReK. It is obvious that this module is finitely gen-

erated, faithful, and hence a generator. It follows that

[¿Zp^®ReP®Ru+ReK]n=¿Zf,^K®ReP®ReK®U, where U is a left

P-module and Í T"^« ®Pe„ ®Ru +Pe«] " is a direct sum of re-copies

of ¿ZP^K®ReP®Ru-\-ReK. Then, since RepqkRet and endomorphism

ring of Pe» is completely primary, it follows by Lemma 2.3 that

Ru+ReK^ReK®U' for a left P-module U'. However, by (2) of Propo-

sition 2.1 the socles of Pe« and Ru+ReK respectively are simple left

P-modules. Therefore U' =0 and Ru+ReK^ReK. Hence Pe« is con-

sidered as a finitely generated, projective submodule of a projective

left P-module Ru+ReK. On the other hand, by Corollary 2.2 P is a

left 5-ring and by Bass's theorem ([3, Theorem 5.4], cf. also [3,

Theorem l]), Pw+Pe« is a direct sum of Pe« and nonzero left P-

module V. But this contradicts that the socles of Pw-f-Pe« and Pe«

are the same. Hence for every primitive idempotent e«, Pe« is injective.

Now we have the following main result.

Theorem 2.5. Let R be a right perfect ring. In order that every
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finitely generated, faithful left R-module be a generator it is necessary

and sufficient that R is left self-infective and a direct sum of primitive

left ideals each of which contains a minimal left ideal.

Proof. The necessity follows from Proposition 2.4 and (2) of Prop-

osition 2.1. On the other hand, it will be seen that the sufficiency is

obtained by Azumaya's argument of [2, Theorem 6].

It is well known that a left Artinian ring is right perfect and a

left Artinian ring is quasi-Frobenius if and only if it is injective as a

left P-module. Thus we obtain

Theorem 2.6. Let R be a left Artinian ring. In order that every

finitely generated, faithful left R-module be a generator it is necessary

and sufficient that R is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
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